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-- Danger Warning --
Hazardous High Voltage is present on numerous exposed components in any of the 10ee electrical
compartments when the lathe is powered. In particular, hazardous high voltage is present on the
circuit board of the Spindle Module Replacement. Do not attempt any maintenance or service of

these type of components unless you are competent to do so! 

Scissio Spindle Module Replacement
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The spindle module is a removable unit found on certain models of Monarch 10ee lathe. These have 
become known as “Modular Drive” machines, and Monarch built them from about 1960 to 1983. The 
module is a collection of passive solid state components and circuits that support the operation of the 
lathe’s thyratron vacuum tube based variable speed DC drive. The module’s various parts include a 
voltage reference circuit, a rectifier control bias circuit, a feedback compensation circuit, and a motor 
field control circuit.

The original modules are subject to various component and wiring failures due to both age and other 
factors.  The Scissio replacement module copies Monarch’s original circuit, and is a direct drop in 
replacement for the original. The Scissio design uses updated components and replaces the original 
point to point wiring with a more reliable printed circuit board. The replacement is assembled from 
ROHS compliant and other lead free components.

Spindle Modules
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Spindle modules (covers removed)

In addition to the integrated design, the Scissio replacement makes both the module's compensation and
maximum speed adjustment potentiometers directly accessible through the enclosure which eliminates 
the need to open it for adjustment. The Scissio design also does away with the potentiometer locking 
provision which experience has shown to be unnecessary. The potentiometer tuning instructions are 
printed directly on the outside of the module enclosure for easy reference.

In addition to these simplifying modifications, the Scissio replacement is significantly lighter and more 
compact than the orginal.
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Scissio Spindle Module Replacement Installed in the Electronic Unit Compartment
of a Monarch Modular Drive Machine
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Schematic and Circuit Description
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The spindle module replacement circuit is a close copy of Monarch’s original circuit using currently 
available components. A description of the function of this circuit only makes sense in the larger 
context of the entire Monarch variable speed motor drive schematic. We therefore defer to other 
sources for a detailed description of the circuit other than to note the primary differences between the 
original and the replacement as follows:

1. The original circuit used discrete axial leaded components with point to point wiring. In particular, 
all the rectifier diodes, of an obsolete type, were wired in sockets for ease of replacement. Other 
components such as the selenium suppressors were mechanically fixed to a metal bracket or to the 
module base plate. The replacement uses currently available surface mount devices and axial leaded 
components that are mounted to a circuit board.

2. The three original suppressors were either selenium plate rectifiers or a combination of selenium 
rectifiers and metal oxide varistor (MOV) devices. The selenium devices degrade over time and both 
types also degrade with each suppression event. The replacement uses transient voltage suppressor 
(TVS) diodes which are very compact and are not degraded by repeated suppression events as long as 
these remain within their specification range.

3. The original maximum speed pot, P2,  had a value of 25 kohms The replacement uses a parallel 
combination of an additional 51 kohm resistor, RP2, with a 50 kohm pot to achieve substantially the 
same function at the expense some slight non-linearity. The reason for this is to take advantage of the 
standard off the shelf availability of 50k pots.

4. The connectors that were used on the original modules are no longer easily available, however, 
individual connector pins that are compatible with the old connector are still available (EDAC 516 
series pins). Scissio Controls manufactures its own printed circuit board mount connector by potting an 
array of  EDAC 516 series pins inside a plastic armature. This produces a robust, precise, and attractive
connector that is fully compatible with the original.

5. Over the course of lathe production Monarch supplied various slightly different spindle modules. For
lathes with twin speed controls (separate for forward and reverse), resistor R14 was 5.1 kohms instead 
of 10 kohms. This has the effect of adjusting the compensation reference voltage slightly to 
accommodate the alternative twin speed control connections. Either value appears to work and provide 
adequate compensation range in twin control lathes. The spindle module replacement supplies R14 as a
10 kohm resistor. 

6. Other variations were the values of the capacitors used for C5, C6, and C7. These were variously 
supplied as either 0.001 uf or 0.0033 uf. These capacitors implement low pass filters for the purpose of 
eliminating transients and preventing mis-triggering of the thyratron tubes. The replacement supplies 
values of 0.0033 uf.
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Scissio Spindle Module Replacement
Showing the Back and the Connector
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Comments on Adjusting Compensation and Maximum Speed

To adjust the compensation and maximum speed, start by setting both pots fully counter clockwise. 
This will set minimum compensation, and minimum speed. 

With the lathe in direct drive (not in back gear) turn on the spindle and adjust the speed to between 100 
and 200 rpm. Adjust the compensation up just high enough so that the spindle has good torque. If you 
set the compensation too high, you may find that the lathe will oscillate between braking and 
accelerating. If you set compensation too low, the spindle will have very poor torque at low rpm.

After you have set and are happy with the compensation, turn the spindle speed all the way up. Because
you have not yet set the maximum speed control pot on the module, the spindle will turn at its base 
speed of somewhere between 1000 and 2000 rpm (both armature and field voltages at full). Now adjust
the maximum speed pot on the module carefully up in order to set the appropriate maximum speed for 
the lathe (3000 or 4000 rpm depending on your machine).

If the machine oscillates on braking or brakes erratically, you may have the compensation set too high, 
or your quick slow down relay (QSD) may need adjustment.
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